SCHOLARSHIP FOR MASTERS DEGREE IN DEMOGRAPHY OR POPULATION STUDIES OR HEALTH DEMOGRAPHY

DPS invites applications for scholarship for MA in Demography and Population Studies at Wits University, Johannesburg.

Criteria: Applicants with strong academic record grade of 65 percent and above, who intend pursuing full-time postgraduate studies in 2017 at Wits. Selected applicants will be nested in on-going interdisciplinary family research activities in the Department. They will be guided in selecting topics that are relevant to the project objectives.

Nationality: Applicants must come from South Africa, and other countries in SADC Region. Under extreme conditions will applicants from other region be considered.

Masters Award: R75,000.00

Applicants should send their application, motivation and Honours results to either of the two below:

Contact: Clifford.Odimegwu@wits.ac.za or Nicole.Dewet@wits.ac.za